Abstract
Introduction
AAA services, namely authentication, authorization and accounting services, are not only effective means used by network operators to ensure safe, efficient, reliable, and rational use of network resources, but also the core business of user access.
Currently mainstream protocol applied to support AAA services is RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User Service). It is based on C/S model, in which Network Access Server (NAS) is working as client, interacting with RADIUS server to realize authentication, authorization and accounting services for remote access. With the popularity of network applications, NAS has become an important access gateway between access layer and edge layer in backbone to complete the user's high-speed data access. In practical applications, NAS must meet functionality and performance requirements of carrier-class broadband user access. The realization of RADIUS client module in NAS will affect directly to availability, reliability and response speed of NAS. Currently, there are some implementations of RADIUS client software, but they mostly failed to address problems of high load and high burst caused by the broadband network effectively, such as the problem that no guarantee to normal user access when a large number of users being on-line at the same time or network congestion, at the same time the consideration of scalable were inadequate. And because RADIUS protocol is complex and stateless, the design process is often prone to omissions, causing imperfect implementation and low performance. RADIUS client module designed in the paper is to address these problems and to support carrier-class access applications. FSM (Finite State Machine) is an important cornerstone of computer science, is a widely used software design pattern in the development of network protocol [1] . Based on protocol analysis, FSM state transition of RADIUS protocol is given, the capabilities are extended and eventually the implementation of RADIUS client module in NAS is completed.
Overview of RADIUS Protocol
RADIUS is a protocol issued by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) to provide security, authentication and accounting management, and currently includes: RFC2865 [2] , RFC2866 [3] , etc. Security management includes setting shared key between RADIUS client and RADIUS server, encrypting sensitive information, and using authentication codes to test the integrity of the data packets. The main mechanism of the protocol is shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Working Mechanism of RADIUS Protocol
In Figure 1 , NAS represents RADIUS client in RADIUS protocol workflow. The dashed line represents the retransmissions caused by timeout. For brevity, retransmissions of response message sent from RADIUS server to NAS are not shown.
RADIUS is a scalable protocol, its attributes have variable length and can carry authentication, accounting and detailed configuration information. In implementation, new attributes can be added to extend the protocol easily [4] .
Design and Implementation of RADIUS Client Module

Overall Design
As a secure authentication and accounting management module in NAS, on the one hand, RADIUS client should be able to receive access requests delivered by user module in NAS, encapsulate users' identity information to RADIUS messages as initiator authentication requests to RADIUS server; on the other hand, RADIUS client should be able to receive the authentication response from the server, grant user's access privileges based on the response. For legitimate users, the RADIUS client should also pass accounting start requests and accounting stop requests to the RADIUS server, including start on-line time and off-line time for user charging, as well as the total flow during the period of accessing to the network, to support the RADIUS server to deal with accounting information by various means. Figure 2 shows architecture of RADIUS client module and information exchange between the module and its external components. In the figure, RADIUS server and user module are external components, in which the user module is usually PPP or PPPoE module, it is always a component of NAS. RADIUS client module consists of two tasks (RADIUS protocol processing task and timer task), two interfaces (user interface and server interface) and one message queue (message receiving queue), functions of each part are as follows:  RADIUS protocol processing task Receives messages from message receiving queue; parses the packets and deals with the messages according to designed RADIUS FSM, including changing conversation state and taking appropriate actions. The messages received include user request messages sent by the user module and RADIUS protocol packets sent by the RADIUS server.
Timer timeout events need to be processed simultaneously, including checking the timer trigger mark, retransmitting packet, and cleaning session resources.
 Timer task Provide timing functions. After timer timeouts, sets trigger tag of the timer.
 User interface Used for communication with the user module on NAS, its function is to pass user requests from the user module to the message receiving queue, or return access control instruction back to the user module, i.e., whether allow a user to access network resources and how to access network resources and other information.
 Server interface
Be responsible for communication with the RADIUS server. Sends RADIUS packets to the RADIUS server and receives RADIUS response packets from the RADIUS server, and then puts the messages into the message receiving queue.
 Message receiving queue Message receiving queue is a FIFO circular queue, stores request messages from the users and response message from the RADIUS server and waits for RADIUS protocol processing task to deal with.
FSM of RADIUS Client
According to [5] , RADIUS system should be able to handle a large number of user accesses simultaneously. In this case there are multiple user access requests at the same time, each request is subjected to a plurality of different processing stages from beginning to the end, and different stages of different user sessions intertwine together resulting in a large number of intermediate states at the same time. As RADIUS basis protocol, [2] and 
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receiving RADIUS message [3] did not give a description of the state machine, implementation of stateless protocol causes complex program logic in the case of processing a large number of users simultaneously and is difficult to debug, and is more difficult to meet the performance requirements of carrier-class access services. In order to provide carrier-class access service, ensure clear protocol control structure and efficient codes, it's essential to build model and give formal description for the problem. FSM is a tool for object behavior modeling, and its main functions are to describe the sequence of states in life cycle of an object and how an object to respond to a variety of events from the outside world. In the process of RADIUS protocol, each and every process for user access is a state transition driving by external events, so FSM can be used to describe these state transition processes. In this paper FSM for RADIUS protocol is given, below are events, actions, and state transition analysis. Usually, FSM can be defined as a five-tuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F). Among them:
 Q={q0, q1,…,qn} consists of a set of states (including the initial state). At a determined time, FSM will be in a determined state qi. In RADIUS client, there are 5 states, shown in Table 1 .  Σ ={σ 1,σ 2,…,σ m} is a set of input events. The state machine usually switches from one state to another state prompted by events. At a determined time, FSM can only receive one determined event σ j. In RADIUS client, there are events including receive authentication request from user, timers timeout, receive response from RADIUS server, and so on, shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the actions caused by input events.  FQ is the end state, after reaching end of the state, the FSM will no longer handle events. In RADIUS client, it is down state too. Figure 3 .
FSM of RADIUS client is shown in
Figure 3. FSM in RADIUS Client
In Figure 3 , states of the FSM are in the circle; arrows indicate direction of state migrations; events that trigger the actions are before "|"; only one event will be taken place in practice at one time, so a variety of events which will trigger the same action sequence are separated by "/"; action sequence triggered by one event is after "|" and separated by "/". Action sequence will execute in the order after the event happened.
Before entering FSM processing, consistency examination between current state and pending events should be done. And when FSM is running, received user messages and RADIUS packets need to be checked first. If the validation fails then the message should be discarded; if unexpected events occur, then release resources of the session. 
Protocol Extensions
(1) Secondary accounting For convenience of user reconciliation and secondary operations for hotels and other large customers, RADIUS client module is designed to support secondary accounting, namely passing same accounting information to two RADIUS servers. FSM described in 3.2. is state migration instruction for single authentication and accounting process. In order to support secondary accounting, communications with two servers require to be controlled. To do this, states of accounting Session Are Added, Shown In Table 4 : (2) Attributes extension RADIUS protocol exchanges information via attached attributes. In addition to the defined attributes in the protocol, developers can also customize attributes to store customize information such as user data, network configuration, control information and so on for meeting new business requirements. The RADIUS client module implements business expansions through extended attributes listed below.
 Accounting update
To avoid abnormal bill caused by loss of accounting stop messages, attribute of RADIUS accounting update is enabled. The attribute is Acct-Interim-Interval, its attribute type is 85, and it will be brought back in Access Accept message from RADIUS server, indicating accounting update interval. The client will set accounting update period according to the interval and send an accounting update message after each period.
 User with no accounting
On business needs users who are charged on a monthly basis or on a yearly basis usually pay a fixed amount of fees at one time. When such users access the network, they only need to be authenticated and need not to be charged every time they access the Internet according to time-span or traffic. A custom attribute No-Acct-User is designed for this, its attribute type is 100, bringing to the RADIUS server in Access Request message, to notice the RADIUS server that accounting message of the user will not be needed.
 Forcing users offline
In RADIUS protocol, servers do not take the initiative to send control messages to clients, they only answer to the clients. However, in practical applications, servers sometimes need to take the initiative to indicate the clients to break users' connection under certain conditions, such as user balance is insufficient, or the servers need to be restarted. To do this, standard RADIUS protocol attribute Session-Timeout is enabled, it can set users' timer, and when the timer timeouts the client should let the user offline. The attribute type is 27, carried in Access Accept response from RADIUS server.
 Error status description
Error messages returned by RADIUS protocol are very limited, and the client usually cannot get the exact reason for the failure. To solve this problem, a custom attribute Error-Info is added. Its attribute type is 101, carried in the Access-Reject response from RADIUS server, used to give detailed error information.
In addition, other attributes can also be customized according to the needs, such as adding VLAN attribute to indicate a user belongs to a particular VLAN, etc. For normal use of new client attributes, the same attributes must be added in attribute dictionary on the RADIUS server.
Testing
In testing, Spirent AX/4000 test system is used to test the NAS which implemented the proposed RADIUS client module. The Spirent AX/4000 broadband test system is basically the most powerful system ever developed for testing performance and Quality of Service (QoS) of broadband networks. It can generate a variety of PPPoE sessions at one time and send these requests to user module in the NAS, and the NAS worked as a RADIUS client, interacted with AX/4000 and RADIUS servers. The testing process is designed in accordance with [5] . Functionality tests and their results are shown in Table 5 . The system is designed to support 2048 active PPP sessions at the same time. The results of performance testing are as follows: The test results show that the realization of RADIUS client module complies with the requirements of standard RADIUS protocol, and can meet functionality and performance requirements listing in the literature [6] . In actual use, the NAS with the realization of RADIUS client module can work properly and has stable performance under a large number of users access.
Conclusions
An implementation of RADIUS client based on FSM is presented in this paper, with consideration of protocol extensions. Functionality and performance of NAS implementing the RADIUS client module are tested via Spirent AX/4000 broadband test system, and the results show that both meet the requirements of carrier-class broadband access.
In the one hand, a further improvement of the system may also consider adding functions such as secondary authentication and accounting information stored in local, in order to meet the needs of users better. In the other hand, safety and suitability issues of RADIUS protocol become increasingly prominent, and there are some devices using nextgeneration AAA protocol -Diameter to achieve access management functions, so design and implementation of Diameter will be our next concern.
